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ABSTRACT 

Healty are a situstion and quality from body which fuction as natural with all factor descent and 

area which they have, spirit, and social which enable to every body who productive life in social 

and economy (undang-undang nomor 23 tahun 1992) according to (Notoatmojoyo 2005; 46) the 

meaning about healty behaviour is people response foward stimulus or object which 

interconnected with healt, sick, disease, and factor which gives influence to healty, foods, drinks, 

and healty service. Another words healty behavior ia all activity or people energy which can be 

inspected or can not be inspected that have connection with improvemen of health conditions. 

From the meaning above we can see how important healt in our life, because individu health in is 

apart of the important think which can support people succes. People who health itcan be has 

good activity and can be actualization in optimal without any troubel and feel sick, they can 

carry out the character and responsible to their selves and another people, besicles people who 

getting sick can not do such as like that. 

Well, the purposes of this research is to know tha skill and behavior tesatmen organ reproduction 

in students surronding, it can be useful in teoritis as conformity for another researcheror another 

people who need the developing of another tssatment. This research take location in FISIP 

UMM, with the reason this research can represent a half students from all faculty which exist in 

UMM. 

Kinds of research that was used of this reseach is descriptive with kualitative approach for the 

researche was used Snowball Aksidental sampling technic. The methad for taking the data in this 

research was used observation, interview and documentation. Data analysis taken from Milles 

and Hubermen that are, data collection, data reduction, data presentation and take the conclition. 

The result of this research indicate that the skill of students about healty in organ reproduction is 

still low it can be show that source only know in nature about healty on organ reproduction in 

apart pr spread disecise in organ reproduction in general studets healty behavior in keea the 

healty on organ reproduction had showed in right way, altaogh there are the diffrenees behavior 

between one informan which anather in keeping healty on organ reproduction. Besides the 

information which can get from reading newpaper or from friends in activity to keep healty on 

organ reproduction in between informan mare disposed to use tradisional medicinal therapist 

with the reason that traalt tioral throatmen is therapy in natural withoat chemistry besides, there 

are another informan choosing to use modern therapy with any reason that modern therapy more 

psactice in how to use and easy toget. 

 


